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Calendar notes for zÄ ©W and next week:
____________________________________

" Ei §d «¦Y mi ¦WFc §w "

At the beginning of mi ¦WŸc §w z ©WẍR̈ , 'd instructs d ¤WŸn to tell
the people to behave in a holy manner:

hi wxt
Ÿ §x©n«̀̈ §e l ¥̀ ẍ§U¦iÎi«¥p §A z©c£rÎlM̈Îl ¤̀ x¥A©C a :xŸ «n ¥̀N d¤WŸnÎl ¤̀ ‡d x¥A©c§i©e `

 m¤d¥l£̀m«¤ki ¥w«Ÿl¡̀ ‡d i¦p£̀  WFcẅ i¦M Ei §d «¦Y mi¦Wc§wei ¦a ῭§e FO ¦̀  Wi ¦̀  b :
m¦li¦l¡̀d̈Îl ¤̀ Ep §t¦YÎl ©̀  c :m«¤ki ¥w«Ÿl¡̀ ‡d i¦p£̀  ExŸn§W¦Y i©zŸz§A©WÎz¤̀§e E`ẍi¦Y

:m«¤ki ¥w«Ÿl¡̀ ‡d i¦p£̀  m¤k̈l EU£r «©z Ÿ̀l dk̈ ¥Q©n i ¥dŸl «̀¥e
What does it mean to be holy?

i"¦W©x explains holiness to mean 'separation.'  That is,
that we should separate ourselves from what is forbidden
to us and avoid doing zFx¥a£r.

However, o"©A §n©x explains holiness in a slightly different
way.  He taught that it means not only to separate
ourselves from the forbidden, but even from doing what
is permitted.  We may eat, of course, but we must avoid
gluttony.  We may speak, of course, but we must avoid
speaking in a silly, rude or unpleasant way, and so on.
(THINK: what about r ©xd̈ oFWl̈? - is that ‘not holy’ or ‘forbidden’ ?)

Remember, then, even with things which are
permitted we must exercise self control and behave
in a holy way.
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This double sedra begins
with [Acharei Mos:] a
description of the
Avodah of the Kohein
Gadol on Yom Kippur. 

Lots of mitzvos are then
discussed, including:

the prohibition against
offering sacrifices
outside the Temple, the
mitzvah not to consume
blood, [Kedoshim:]
fearing parents, keeping
Shabbos, not having
idols, gifts for the poor;
love for every Jew,
prohibition against
sorcery, and honesty in
business dealings.

The wEqR̈ highlighted above finishes with the words:
 - “...because I, the L-rd your G-d, am Holy.”m«¤ki ¥w«Ÿl¡̀ ‡d i¦p£̀  WFcẅ i¦M

This gives us a reason why we are to be holy - because ‡d is holy.
‡d wants us to emulate Him, to be like Him.  He is WFcẅ so we must be
WFcẅ.  We must be like Him in other ways, too, showing c¤q¤g for others
and having compassion for those in need.



  :‡d i ¦p£̀  LFnM̈ L£r «¥x §l Ÿ §a ©d«῭ §e L ¤O©r i¥p §AÎz ¤̀  xŸH ¦zÎ` «Ÿl §e mŸT ¦zÎ` «Ÿl )(gi:h‰i `xwie

i"¦y©x
“You shall not take revenge.”  For example: he says to him, “Lend me your sickle,” and the other replies, “No!” The next
day, the second one says, “Lend me your ax.” If he says to him, “I will not lend it to you, just as you did not lend to me!” this
is called revenge.

What is “bearing a grudge?”  For example: he says to him, “Lend me your ax,” and the other replies, “No!” Then the next
day, the second says to him, “Lend me your sickle.” Now, if he says to him, “Here it is for you; I am not like you, who did not
lend me!” this is “bearing a grudge,” for he keeps the hatred in his heart, even though he does not take revenge.

(Toras Kohanim 19:44; Yoma 23a)

“You shall love your neighbour as yourself.”  Rabbi Akiva says: “This is a fundamental principle of the Torah.”
(Toras Kohanim 19:45)
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miycw zyxt has more zeevn than any other dxcq until now. Here are a few examples of them.

 We must fear our parents.
 We have to keep zay.
 We must not have idols.

 We have to leave:
(1) a corner of our fields for d῭ ¥R (when harvesting, one corner had to be left completely uncut); 
(2) our forgotten bundles for dg̈§M¦W (after harvesting, the farmer would tie all the crops into bundles, and take them on

a cart to the barn. If a farmer overlooks a bundle and leaves it in the field, he may not return to get it.); and...
(3) h¤w¤l (when a farmer dropped one or two stalks of grain on the ground while he was harvesting the crop, he is not

allowed to bend down and pick them up; that is being greedy. It is better to leave them for the poor). 
This is an important type of dwcv. All three have to be left for the poor, orphaned, and widowed people, who did not

have fields of their own, and had no money to buy the wheat, corn, barley, and so on, that was needed for them to eat. In
zex zlibn, which we will soon read on zereay, we read how zEx went into the field belonging to f©rFA, and "gleaned". f©rFA
was very careful about the laws of d`t, dgky and hwl.

 Do not steal or deal falsely.
 Do not swear or lie.
 Judge everybody favourably.
 Do not go about gossiping or telling tales.

 If we see someone doing something wrong, we have to try to stop them. Otherwise, we will be blamed for 
      their sin, and 'd will punish us.

 Do not hate anyone in your heart.
 Do not take revenge.
 Do not bear grudges.
 Love your fellow Jew as you love yourself.

 A man should not shave his ze`t (his "sideburns") with a razor blade.

 We are not allowed to be superstitious.

 We must show respect towards the aged and towards minkg icinlz (people who are very wise
                                                                                                                  in dxez matters).

 Shopkeepers may not cheat with weights and measures. In business (as everywhere else) we must always 
      be honest.
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We discussed these   dẍFz i ¥x§a ¦c

at the Shabbos table!   

zay begins this week at:  __________       zay ends this week at:  __________   c‰qa

My Name:......................................................

Which points from this sedra sheet
will you explain at the Shabbos table?


